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InfoÂ .Q: Odd behavior with regular expression replacements For some reason, when I run this in Visual Studio, the first match occurs. void Main() { string s = "test"; string s2 = "test"; Regex r = new Regex("TEST"); r.Replace(s, s2, 1); } Instead, it should iterate through the whole string, and only replace the first occurrence. A: Look at
the documentation: The behavior of Regex.Replace is not affected by the option flags except for ReturnReplace. The ReturnReplace parameter, if non-null, indicates that the method should return the result string. If ReturnReplace is null, Regex.Replace returns a new string in which the search expression matches replace the entire

string. In this case Regex.Replace returns only the replacement string. Otherwise, Regex.Replace returns all of the result of the search operation. A: The way you're using it, you're returning a new string instead of modifying the input. Make sure you're not returning the string you're matching. Q: Clear Folder on Suse, why not on Debian
We've implemented a web based and desktop program that will make an archive that hold several smaller archives, for, e.g. e-mails. We just switched to Debian and there we have Suse as another operating system which also supports this usage. The folder we need to clear is /var/backups/date. One thing I don't understand is why on

Debian and Suse, it's performed as root, but on Suse it also requires sudo. The Suse guide is this one, but I also need a Debian version. I've already cleared it, but now I'm stuck. I've cleared it using suse by sudo rm -rf /var/backups/*, but how would I do it as a normal user on Debian? A: I solved it by changing the file
/etc/backups.d/passwd as I described here.
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A: I found out that the guy that sold me a cracked version of it actually was from my college. I bought it from him, but he got his windows 10 / 8.1 (I think he said, didn't write it down on paper) activated on one laptop, and installed cracked version of the software on another laptop, so he could make money with whatever he wants. It
was really hard to track that. I have a bunch of questions, including how to contact him and say that the software he sold me was something stolen and how to stop him from contacting me from here on. I guess ill leave that alone, hope you wont be contacting me. Built in 1861 of stone and brick, the steepled white bell-house sits atop a

grassy knoll, making it look more like a plantation mansion than a home for a Baptist preacher. Dr. John G. Brogden, who died Saturday at age 89, was the pastor here until his death. After the civil war, the 1851 sanctuary was lost to the elements. But every Christmas and Easter, Brogden, the author of God and the Sick, marched
through the front door of the bell-house, on his knees. By the end of his pastoral career, he could never walk. But his steepled white home was in good hands. St. Paul’s, a global Anglican church, took over ownership of the building and its land in June. “It’s a beautiful thing for a great old building to be saved,” Brogden’s daughter, Sara
Brogden Oates, said in a telephone interview. “And to be cared for by a church that wants to keep it.” • THE BURIAL: Brogden will be buried next week in the church cemetery on the city’s east side, Oates said. He has the town of Fairmount, Ark., as his residence. of the Accademia d'Italia, and she can sometimes be seen playing the

organ at the Basilica di San Zeno Maggiore. She is the mother of actress Lea Seydoux. Personal life Bittner was married to actor Guido Maria Venanzio (born Guido Maria Bittner) until their divorce in 1970. She was married again to actor Giancarlo Giannini between 1971 and 1975 and
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